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ABSTRACT 

Using completely-fixed axial-like gauges, I construct the· 

unique inversion A(F) for the potential A in terms of the 

field strength F. A change of· variable to F results in an 

unambiguous field-strength formulation for any gauge theory; 

F is constrained to satisfy the Bianchi identities a~ - eA(F)~ = O. 

Dual potentials 'J:. may also be introduced as functional Fourier 

conjugate to the Bianchi forms. For quantum electrodynamics in 

four dimensions, duality [F ~ ~, A ..... 'J:.] is a perfect symmetry. 

Residuals of this symmetry persist in all theories however; e. g., 

'V • 
A lS always canonically conjugate to the magnetic fields. 

Let A be a generic potential for a generic gauge theory, 

and F(A) its field strength. It is generally believed that the 

inversion A( F) must be non-unique: For Abelian theories there 

is the certainty of a gauge ambiguity, and for non-Abelian theories 

there is the problem of field-strength copies. l However, in a 

recent publication,2 I noted that field-strength copy is not a 
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gauge-invariant concept, and I proved that there are no such copies 

in completely fixed axial-like gauges. 3,4 In these gauges, A(F) 

is unique for all gauge theories. The purpose of this note is to 

report the explicit construction of A(F) for all gauge theories, 

and the resulting immediate applications: unambiguous reformulation 

in terms of field-strengths and/or dual potentials. A more detailed 

. al' 5 paper lS so In progress. 

The Inversion A(F) 

The simplest example is the case of quantum chromOdynamics6 

in one space and one time dimension (QCD2 ). In axial gauge 

A = 0 (suppressing obvious color indices), all7 configurations 
3 

have field-strength copies of the form AO(tz) + ~(tz) + ~(t), 

where ~ t ) is essentially arbitrary. However, there is a 

residual gauge freedom, which I use to choose the completely-fixed8 

axial gauge, 

(1) 

where Zo is a particular point in z. Then it is trivial to see 

that 

~(tz) (2) 

is the unique inversion A( F). In such gauges, all field-strength 

copies have become local-action copies. 2 This inversion is also 

correct for the Abelian theory (QED2 ) in this gauge. 
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For theories in higher dimension, the algebra is more com-

plicated, but the idea remains the same. Here I will simply state 

some results. 

For QCD
3

, in the gauge A2(txy) = ~(txyO) AO(txOYO) = 0, 

I obtain A(F): 

~(txy ) 
- jy: 

dy' F
12

(txy') (3) 

AO(txy) = 

jy: 
dy' F (txy') -lx 

dx' F01(tx'YO)' 02 
~ 

However, for all cases with dimension ~ 3, there is a consistency 

condition F{A(F)} = F, which turns out5 to be the Bianchi identities. 

In Euclidean QCD
3

, these are 

I a = d ~a _ e€abc Ab tF)~c 
].l ].l ].l].l ° 
~a .!.£ Fa 

].l 2 ].lVp vp 

with €].lVP C'omp1ete1y antisymmetric and €012 = 1. A(F) is the 

form given in Eq. (3). Eq. (3) is also the correct inversion for 

QED
3

, with the corresponding simplification in the Bianchi identities. 

For QCD
4

, in the fixed gauge A
3
(txyz) = ~(txy zo) = 

A2(txOYZO) = Aa(txoyozO) = 0, I obtain A(F): 

~ = 1 z dz ' F 31 ( txyz' ) 
Zo 

dz'F
03

(txyz' ) _ ~x dx'F
01

(tx' yZo) 

XC 

-JY dy'F02(t~y'zO) 
Yo 

(5 ) 
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There is a surprise in four dimensions however, as the consistency 

conditions are 

11 (txyz) (6) 

£0123 = 1. 

I will refer to this fact as the phenomenon of "3.1 Bianchi 

identities." It can be shown however5 that the identities Eq. (6 ) 

imply a/a
3

(txyz) = O. This is the other ".9". This remark, and 

the form A(F), is also correct for QED4 in this gauge. 

The pattern holds for all gauge theories in any fixed 

'axial-like gauge: (1) A(F) is linear in F. (2) The consistency 

conditions are the Bianchi identities. (3) The Bianchi identities 

are at most quadratic in F. 

Field-Strength Formulation 

I begin with a generic gauge theory in the form 

Z ;0 fA a@GF] exp [- % F2
(A)] ( 7) 

where a[CGFJ are products of functional a-functions for the 

complete gauge-fixing. The unique inversion A( F) makes it 

possible to change variables to the field-strengths themselves. 

The crucial identity5 is (up to multiplicative constants) 

foA a[CGFJ a[G - F(A)] = e[I( G)] , (8) 

Here I(G) = a~ - e A(G)~ are the Bianchi identities as a function 

of G (which "is" F). In four dimensions, I have cnosen, for the 
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sake of symmetry, to include the last ".9" Bianchi identity by hand. 

(Formally, it is an extra constant factor o[oJ, by virtue of the 

first 3.1 Bianchi identities). Starting with Z, inserting unity in 

the form 1 = Jf) G oll - F(A)], and using Eq. (8), we find ilIllIledia"lely 

Z = J" G O[I( G)] exp {- ~ f G2
} (9 ) 

The form Eq. (9) provides an unambiguous field-strength 

formulation for any gauge theory: The field strengths are integrated 

over the Bianchi identities. There is no further operator measure. 

The Abelian theories are quite local; the non-Abelian theories are 

local in time (except in fixed Aa gauges). I will continue to use G 

instead of F when it is used as a fundamental variable. 

Any funetion of A in the original formulation translates im-

mediately to that function of A(F) + A(G) in the field-strength 

formulation. In particular, for Abelian theories 

W[C]; exp{-iejA. dx} + exp{- i; rrdS ~ v} 
C dc{) IlV 11 

(10) 

In fact, similar forms result for the non-Abelian case as well. I 

mention also that violation of the Bianchi identities O[I( GJ] + 

O[I(G) + J] provides, at least for Abelian theories, an elegant 

approach to monopoles and monopole quantization. 5 

Dual Potentials 

Having the field-strength formulation, a path to dual potenti~ 

is clear. Write 

o [I(G)] (ll) 

The variables l have the indices of the Bianchi forms [so 

for QCD
4

, ~a (magnetic scalar potential) for QCD
3 

and so on] , 
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and are identifiable as dual potentials. E. g. in. QED
4

, the 

saddle point equations include9 

'" . '\, u =]. F (A) 
IlV IlV 

- ('\, '\, = i Cl A - d A ) 
Il-\i V ].l 

(12 ) 

This is precisely what is expected of a dual potential. 

Note also the interpretation of the (Abelian) dual potentials 

in terms of monopoles: Inserting a factor exp{ig~(~)} in the Z 

for QED3 is identical to taking J(!.) = -g o( 3)(!. - l) in the violation 

of the Bianchi identities. Thus, summing 
'\, 

<p emissions at ? with 

strength g is equivalent to having a monopole g at ~. Similarly, 

a factor 

VI[c] - exp{-ig f,~d~} (13) 

C 
in QED 4 corresponds to a monopole-anti-monopole annihilation around C '. 

Because the Bianchi identities are at most quadratic in G, 

one can if desired, integrate out the field-strengths, to formulate 

the theories entirely in terms of the dual potentials. For QED
4

, the 

resulting action density is particularly elegant 

-J:. = - -4
1 F (l)F' (l) 

].lV ].lV (14) 

In this sense, the theory is perfectly dual. 

For QCD
4

, the equations corresponding to Eqs. (12) and (14) 

are 

{(l + ieJiGG}a = i¥O)a(l) 
].lV ].lV 

! = - ~ p.<O)(l)[l + ie J'XT1¥0)(l) 
(15) 

where and 

derived integral operator, linear in 

[ 1+ ieJ 1] is an easily

~]..i There is also a measure 
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{det[ 1 + ie Aj} -! Although for small coupling, one still verifies 

~a ~ iF(O)a(~) attention is drawn to the zeroes of the operator 
I.lV llV ' 

[1 + ieJ'k]. The inverse operator is not singular for real ~al.l' so 

the Euclidean theory is well defined.lO However, the inverse may be 

singular at certain saddle points, and will tend toward singularity 

at large coupling. In that regime, these singularities may be enhanced, 

and the matter deserves further investigation. 

Canonical Formulation 

I can pass quickly to a canonical form, ~ integrating out 

Ei = G
Oi 

in Minkowski space, leaving 1 and B, the magnetic fields, 

as variables. The resulting Hamiltonia are all of the form 

H = ~f{B2 + E2(l,B)} (16) 

and B, 'K are canonically conJugate. Here I list some results. 

QED
4

: E = 'V x'K, (B.(x), 11..(,,)] = io .. o(3)(x - y) 
- - ~ - J "-- ~J --

(17) 

This Hamiltonian must be taken with the constraint IO( G) IO( B) 

'V 0 ~ = 0 (I chose not to introduce lD' leaving the fourth com

ponent of the Bianchi identity as a constraint). Note that 

10 = 'V 0 ~ is the generator of gauge transformations for·!, so 

duality 

~ ~ E, ( 18) 

is quite perfect. 
')., ! gauges may be fixed in the usual ways. 

Because ~i is canonical to Bi' it is not hard to verify 

that 

Wcc ':I W[C J = W(C]W[C ') exp{iegN} (19) 

N = if d~(!.) of ~'0(3)(!, _!,') 

s( c) C 
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~ I 

where W, Ware defined in Eqs. (10) and (13). The contours C,C 

are spatial. VI[c l] is thus the Abelian analogue of the local operator 

't Hooft defines implicitlyll 

QCD
3

: Ea
l = a2~ - eo(y-Yo){8(X-Xo[ dxl-8(XO-X>J:dx[COdyJa(X'YI) 

'lfa abc b 'Pc ,(CO I ,(Y ~Qa I 
E

a
2 = -(dlCP-e£ Al(B)CP )-e{8(y-yo]y dy -8(YO-YJ_codyJ(j (xy ) 

[Ba(!.),~\r.)J = iOabo(2)(~>~). (20) 

Here ~ a = £abcBb~C is a rotation operator for ~a and Ba , and 

Ab
l 

(B) = Ab
l 

(F
12

) is that form in Eq. (3). Notice that the magnetic 

scalar potential ~a has a Higgs-like coupling to the magnetic field. 

But for the ~a terms, and with the proper stability conditions, one 

might then expect a Meissner effect. Notice also the term proportional 

to o( y - yO) in E;. It is not clear whether this is a divergence 

(perhaps related to that of ChOdoS4) or the statement that ~a is 

always discontinuous at yO. ( Certainly, for any regular !a, Ba , ~a 

is discontinuous at yo). The Higgs structure and the singular terms 

can also be seen in the equations of motion. 

QCD
4

: I treat the theory as discussed above for QED
4

, with the result 

(21 ) 
a ~ abc b ( )"ff a. i :: £ijk {a j k - e£ A j B k } +co 

Ja -
1 

~2 -

a -J
3 

= 

\(CO r ·L x 1,( 'CLa I I -eo(z-zoH8(X-X
oJx 

dx - 8(xO-x). dx ~_oodZ {f (x yz ) 

100 '-00 i Y 
-eo(z-zO)O(x-xO){8(y-yO) dy'- 8(YO-y) dy'} 

Y 1+00 ·1+00 -co I 'a 1 I I 
o dx :.. dz l\. (x Y z ) 

(CO I , {z -0: a CO I (J 
-e{8(Z-ZO)Jz dz -8(ZO-Z1-oo dz }9-(xyz) 

... ab.. ..(3)( _ .) 
~u u •• u X y, 

~J --
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and Ab.(B) th f . . () J are ose orms g~ ven ~n Eq. 5. As with QED
4

, this 

Hamiltonian must be taken with the constraint lao = d.Ba. - e abcAb.(B)BC. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

= O. Curiously, this fourth component of the Bianchi identities does 

(at least classically) generate Abelian symmetries of the Hamiltonian: 

d al dt 10 t=O = 0 if I~ (t = 0) = o. acts entirely on ~., 
~ 

and the symmetry is intimately related to the "3.1 Bianchi identity" 

phenomenon [more precisely,the fact that I chose to complete to all 

four Bianchi identities in Eq. (8) .5J 
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